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 Hey Parents, take your children to see Disney’s “Inside Out” immediately!  It is the most important movie 
they will watch in their childhood.  As a children’s mental health therapist as well as the mom of two young 
children, I really get excited and appreciate when Hollywood can combine entertainment and education in order to 
provide children such useful knowledge about themselves, and the tools they need to mentally and emotionally 
survive through the difficult circumstances in their life. 
  
Due to the recent release date I will avoid spoilers.  Here is the basic premise:  A little girl named, Riley, is born, 
and along with her birth are the births of her different emotions.  These include, joy, sadness, disgust, fear, and 
anger.  Each one has a different voice as well as a different purpose, and they all have to find a way to exist 
together inside of Riley’s mind.  At the beginning of the movie we are introduced to Riley’s home life and a big 
life change that put these multiple emotions to work. 
  
Talking about feelings for children can be such an abstract topic.  This film creates the opportunity to produce 
visualizations of feelings in order to solidify them and make them appear more real.  Children can then begin to 
identify with their own emotions in a much clearer manner.  The movie also provides a creative depiction of how 
the brain will process experiences, assign it to an emotion, and store it away in their long-term memory in order to 
fuel the different aspects of their personality.  Sound complicated?  Trust me, it’s not.  Disney brilliantly 
concocted a way to turn neuropsychology into an age appropriate story about how the mind works. 
  
Throughout this little girl’s physical and emotional journey into new territory we see how unfamiliarity and stress 
can throw emotional functioning into a downward spiral providing explanation as to why we seem different or 
“off,” and why sometimes our typically louder emotions like “joy” are forced to take a backseat.  The movie also 
does a beautiful job of revealing how we as parents can sometimes read our children wrong and respond 
inappropriately, but also demonstrates how we can get it right, by simply attuning to them and validating their 
feelings. 
  
So have a family night to see this movie together! You’ll laugh, you’ll cry, and make some 
new long-term memories together. - Alana 

            

                                                              

Why You and Your 
Child Should See This 

Movie! 
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Processing Questions for Parents 
 

-How can this movie benefit your own child? 
 
-What do you think is your child’s emotion in charge?  Has it always been that way? 
 
-Does this change your perception of therapy and if so, how? 
 
-Do you find yourself trying to stifle any particular emotions in yourself or your children?  What do you feel the 
 impact can be from that approach?  How would you approach “undesirable” feelings after seeing this movie? 
 

Processing Questions/Activities for Children 
 

-What would your emotions look like?  Draw a picture of how you see them? 
 
-Why do you think therapy can be helpful? 
 
-What do you think is your emotion in charge?  Do other emotions fight for this title sometimes?  If so, when?     
  Do you give them a chance to take the lead? 
 
-What are some new emotions that come up for you?  What would they look like? 
 
-How do you see your friends and families after watching the movie? Can you ever see their emotions?  When? 
	  

	  
Finding	  Nemo	  

	  
Bravery 

Determination 
Overcoming loss and adversity 

Separation and attachment 
Friendship 

Learning to let go 
Patience 

Acceptance 
	  

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  
                   Toy Story 3 
 

Growing up/change 
Memories 

Finding support in others and offering 
support to others 

Finding faith in others 
Forgiveness 

Determination 
	  

	  

Up 
 

Loss 
Memories 
Change 
Unlikely 

friendship 
Mentoring 

Determination 
 


